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Update May 4: We recreate these great themes for Rogue One to celebrate Star Wars Day! It's the opening. You're ready for the midnight show: you've got your tickets, you've chosen your perfect Star Wars t-shirt, or maybe an entire band, if you want to win that costume contest... but the phone is as skated out as a nice self? Not? Let's fix it. You don't know the power of the dark
subject. This theme is as dark, subtle and bold as elegant. Darth Vader is one of the best villains ever, and as long as we don't have to suffer anymore from Anakin brothering, we're glad to have as much of him on screen as Disney is willing to give us. We could all use a little Vader in our lives, and home screens are no exception. Here's what we need: If you've got everything you
need to download, it's time to dive in! Press and hold the Start screen until the Wallpapers option appears at the bottom of the screen. Tap Background Images. Tap Choose a picture. Find the downloaded Vader wallpaper and select it. Tap Set Background Image to make sure the image is centered. Open nova settings. Tap Appearance and Touch. Tap Icon Theme. Tap Catch
icons. Go back to start and long press the app account icon. Tap Edit. Select Gallery apps. Find the saved Death Star icon and select it. Before you tap Done, make sure that the entire icon is within the boundaries of the white bounding box. Tap Done to confirm your icon change. Go back to Start. Long press on the home screen until widgets options appear at the bottom of the
screen. Tap Widgets. Find 1Weather in the list and tap and hold the widget's position on the home screen. Drag the 1Weather Compact widget to the top of the home screen. In the configuration window that appears, set the Background color to Dark. Set the background opacity to 0%. Set the Accent to white. Tap Done. Go back to Start. Long press on the home screen until
widgets options appear at the bottom of the screen. Tap Widgets. Find KWGT in the list and press and drag the KWGT 4x2 widget to the bottom of the home screen. Tap the widget to configure it. Under Exported, select Vader Music Set. If widget scaling is turned off, tap Layer. Set the widget as needed. Save the widget by tapping the floppy disk on the top bar. The K-2S0 is the
droid we were looking for: a droid that makes us laugh, even when it decides to kill us in a thousand ways. He's tough, he's brash, and he's prone to gore. Long start screen until The Background Images option appears at the bottom of the screen. Tap Background Images. Tap Choose a picture. Find the downloaded K-2S0 wallpaper and select it. Tap Set Background Image to
make sure the image is centered. Open nova settings. Tap Appearance and Touch. Tap Icon Theme. Touch the Metal. Go back to start and the icon for the app account. Tap Edit. Select Metal. Scroll down to S and select Star Wars. Tap Done. Long press on the home screen until widgets options appear at the bottom of the screen. Tap Widgets. Find 1Weather in the list and
press and drag the 1Weather Compact widget to the top of the home screen. In the configuration window that appears, set the Background color to Dark. Set the background opacity to 0%. Set accent to Blood Red. Tap Done. Go back to start and press and hold until widgets options appear at the bottom of the screen. Tap Widgets. Find KWGT in the list and press and drag the
KWGT 4x2 widget to the third row of the home screen. Long press and resize the widget to fit the split Rebel/Empire logo. Tap the widget to configure it. Under Export, select K-2S0 Music Set. If widget scaling is turned off, tap Layer and change the settings as needed. Save the widget by tapping the floppy disk on the top bar. It's not a moon... It's an electronic disco death star
home screen theme that's all bound to blow up the place so we can go home. There are boring black and white Death Star themes, but we are too cool monochrome. That's why Vader's here. Here are the plans for the Death Star. We need to get them back to the alliance. Press and hold the Start screen until the Wallpapers option appears at the bottom of the screen. Tap
Background Images. Tap Choose a picture. Open the downloaded background image and select it. Tap Set Background Image to make sure the image is centered. Open nova settings. Tap Appearance and Touch. Tap Icon Theme. Tap Supreme.T. Go back to start and long press the app account icon. Tap Edit. Select Supreme. Scroll down the Bonus section and select the red
icon, which contains two squares with an X in the middle. Tap Done. Long press on the home screen until widgets options appear at the bottom of the screen. Tap Widgets. Find 1Weather in the list and press and drag the 1Weather Compact widget to the top of the home screen. In the configuration window that appears, set the Background color to Dark. Set the background
opacity to 0%. Set accent on Royal Blue. Tap Done. Go back to start and long press on the home screen until widgets options appear at the bottom of the screen. Tap Widgets. Find KWGT in the list and press and drag the KWGT 4x2 widget to the bottom of the home screen. Tap to configure it. Under Exported, select Disco Death Star Music Preset. If widget scaling is turned off,
tap Layer. Set it as needed. Save the widget by tapping the floppy disk on the top bar. We also have a trio of Star Wars themes from The Force Awakens, including the most lovable BB-8 theme you'll ever see! We also dig into a sophisticated Rebel Alliance theme, an ominous and sharp Sith theme. The Force - and the themes - be with you. Excited, Star Wars Wars The release
of Rogue One: A Star Wars Story is just around the corner. For months, the saga's huge fan base has been developing its own theories about what could happen in the new film, which tells the story of members of the Rebel Alliance who infiltrate the Empire in order to get their hands on death star plans (you know, the ones with a certain princess implants in a certain R2 unit at the
start of Star Wars: A New Hope). The trailers have been teased by a new ensemble cast led by Oscar-nominated actress Felicity Jones (The Theory of Everything), and a new focus detailing the conflict between rebels and imperial forces. Although the Rogue One marketing campaign was not nearly as protective of the plot as Star Wars: The Force Awakens, there are still many
we don't know about the film, the story, and the characters. Sure, we can simply wait for the film's release to see what happens rather than speculate on what we might see beyond the bits of plot we've hinted at, but where's the fun of that? Let's dig a little deeper into Rogue One to discuss some of our own predictions about what director Gareth Edwards has in store for us. 1.
The Surprise Appearance of a Classic Character by Darth Vader in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story | Lucasfilm The trailers have revealed that Darth Vader will play in the film, although not the primary villain. However, we bet that filmmakers will not be able to resist incorporating other beloved characters into the story. After all, Rogue One is not typical of the classic trilogy setting,
which defines itself as a cameos. Emperor Palpatine actor Ian McDiarmid has refuted rumours that he will appear, while other rumours show Alden Ehrenreich could make his debut as Han Solo in a short scene ahead of his 2018 spinoff film. In any case, expect someone other than the already announced Vader, Mon Mothma, and Bail Organa to appear on Rogue One. 2. Jyn
Erso comes face to face with Vader Felicity Jones in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story | Lucasfilm Rogue One can be created by Jyn Erso (Felicity Jones) and Orson Krennic (Ben Mendelsohn) as the primary hero and villain, respectively. However, this does not mean that Jyn cannot share a scene with the Dark Lord of the Sith. We're not saying that the two would definitely fight -
though it would be fun to see - but the film probably wouldn't be quite as satisfying if Jyn didn't at least make eye contact with Vader at some point, similar to the way Luke and Vader almost meet in New Hope. 3rd Donnie Yen's Character Will Die Donnie Yen in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story | Lucasfilm Seeing as Rogue One is a war movie primarily, it goes without saying that
some of the film's heroes probably won't make it through to the end credits. Donnie Yen's Chirrut Îmwe is the most spiritual character in the in the will of the Force, above all else. As such, it's not hard to imagine that he might have to sacrifice himself for the team's mission to succeed, believing that he himself would serve the Force. It would be a bittersweet moment for the
audience, as we know that Chirrut's death will ultimately lead to the destruction of the Death Star. 4. The Death Star in Action The Death Star in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story | Lucasfilm Talks about the Empire's super weapon, there is no chance in hell that Rogue One will feature a space station capable of destroying a planet and not taking advantage of that screen. While the
Death Star destroyed Alderaan in New Hope, nothing came to believe it was the first time it had been used. If the Force Awakens can show Starkiller Base that it has wiped out multiple planets in one fella, don't be surprised if an unfortunate planet ends in Rogue One. 5. Relationships of force awakens Daisy Ridley and Harrison Ford in Star Wars: The Force Awakens | Lucasfilm
Comes Right After The Force Awakens, Rogue One carries the distinction of being not only the first standalone Star Wars film, but also the first with the potential to fill the gaps left in the current episode films. With so much inexplicable in The Force Awakens, Rogue One also reveals some key backstory of new characters. Among the most popular rumours is the presence of Jyn
Rey's mother and Snoke in Rogue One. Fortunately, we won't have to wait long to find out if there's such a rumor in the movie. Follow Robert Yaniz Jr. on Twitter @CrookedTable Check out Our Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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